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Bayesian Learning
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Intro

• Mitchell, Chapter 6

• Statistical learning approach

• Advantages:

Outperforms other methods for many

problems, increasing importance

Framework for formalizing other methods

• Today:

Bayes Theorem, MAP and ML hypotheses

Relations to

Concept Learning (Lecture 2)
Least Squares (Lecture 4)
”Occam’s Razor” (Lecture 3)

Naive Bayes Classifier

Bayesian Networks

EM Algorithm

Reverend and mathematician 

Thomas Bayes (1702 - 1761)
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Bayesian Basics
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Discrete Random Variables

• A is a Boolean-valued random variable if it denotes an
event (a hypothesis) and there is some degree of
uncertainty as to whether A occurs.

• Examples:

A = The SK1001 pilot is a male

A = Tomorrow will be a sunny day

A = You will enjoy today’s lecture
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Probabilities

• P(A) - ”fraction of all possible worlds in which A is true”

• P(A) - area of cyan rectangle
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Conditional Probabilities

• P(A|B) - ”fraction of worlds where B is true in which A is
also true”

T = have a toothache

C = have a cavity

P(T) = 1/10

P(C) = 1/30

P(T|C) = 1/2

Toothache is rare and cavity even rarer, but if you already have a

cavity there is a 50-50 risk that you will get a toothache.
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Conditional Probabilities

• P(T|C) - ”fraction of ’cavity’ worlds in which you also have
a toothache”

=         # worlds with cavity and toothache
                     # worlds with cavity

=                     Area of C ! T

                          Area of C

=
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Bayes Theorem

• P(h) = prior probability of hypothesis h - PRIOR

• P(D) = prior probability of training data D - EVIDENCE

• P(D|h) = probability of D given h - LIKELIHOOD

• P(h|D) = probability of h given D - POSTERIOR
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Bayes Theorem

• Goal: To determine most probable hypothesis h given
data D and background knowledge about the different
hypotheses h " H.

• Observing data D: converting prior probability P(h) to

posterior probability P(h|D).
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Bayes Theorem

• Prior probability of h, P(h): reflects background
knowledge about the chance that h is a correct hypothesis
(before observing data D).

• Prior probability of D, P(D): reflects the probability that

data D will be observed (given no knowledge about
hypotheses). Independent of h - can be viewed as a scale
factor that makes the posterior sum to 1.
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Bayes Theorem

• Conditional probability of D given h, P(D|h): probability of
observing data D given a world in which h is true.

• Posterior probability of h, P(h|D): probability that h is
true after data D has been observed.

• Difference Bayesian vs. frequentist reasoning:
In Bayesian learning, prior knowledge P(h) and the data
generation process P(D|h) are modeled. Frequentist

approaches model P(h|D) directly.

• Frequentist approaches: Perceptron (L 4), SVM (L 10)
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Learning and Inference

• Bayesian inference: The process of calculating the
posterior probability distribution P(h|D) for a certain data
point D

• Bayesian learning: The process of learning the
likelihood distribution P(D|h) and prior probability
distribution P(h) from a set of training points
{#D1, h1$, …, #Dm, hm$}
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Example: Which Gender?

• Given: classes h = {A, B}, A = men, B = women,
distributions over hair length for each class

• Task: Determine the gender of a person given the hair
length

• …and it might be interesting to know that the observation of
hair length is made in a boys’ school:

P(A) = PA = 0.95, P(B) = PB = 0.05
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Example: Which Gender?

Classification: discrete hypothesis space
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Selecting the most probable
hypothesis
• Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) hypothesis:

Hypothesis with highest probability given observed data

• Maximum Likelihood (ML) hypothesis:

Hypothesis with highest likelihood of generating observed data

Useful if we do not know prior distribution or if it is uniform
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Example: Cancer or Not?

Hypotheses:                   disease                  ¬disease

Priors:                  P(disease) = 0.008   P(¬disease) = 0.992

Likelihoods:        P(+|disease) = 0.98  P(+|¬disease) = 0.03

                          P(%|disease) = 0.02   P(%|¬disease) = 0.97

A patient takes a lab test and the result comes back positive.  The test returns a correct positive

result in only 98% of the cases in which the disease is actually present, and a correct negative

result in only 97% of the cases in which the disease is not present.  Furthermore, 0.8% of the

entire population have cancer.
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Example: Cancer or Not?

Find MAP estimate
hMAP = argmaxh"{disease, ¬disease} P(h|+)

            = argmaxh"{disease, ¬disease} P(+|h)P(h)

P(+|disease) P(disease) = 0.0078

P(+|¬disease) P(¬disease) = 0.0298

hMAP = ¬disease

P(disease|+) = 0.0078/(0.0078 + 0.0298) = 0.21

P(¬disease|+) = 0.0298/(0.0078 + 0.0298) = 0.79
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Example: Action Classification

(Laptev et al 2004)
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Bayesian Theory as a

Framework for Other Methods
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Why formalize?

• Important to know how fast/accurate a method is (worst
case, mean case), and if it computes the right thing

• How can we obtain this information? Basic assumption:
data has an element of randomness to it

Show empirically: test many times with different data

Prove mathematically: formalize method within a mathematical
(probabilistic) framework

• Here: Examples of how methods you have seen earlier in
the course can be formalized within a Bayesian framework
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Relation to Concept Learning

• Lecture 2, Mitchell Chapter 2: Concept learner

Finite hypothesis space H defined over an instance space X,
h: X ' {0,1}

Given: sequence of observations D = {#x1, d1$, …, #xm, dm$}
where xi " X,  di = c(xi)

Learn concept c: X ' {0,1}

Choose any hypothesis h such that h(xi) = c(xi) for all xi

• A ”brute force” Bayesian learner is slow but provably
correct:

For each hypothesis h, calculate posterior probability P(h|D)

Select the hypothesis with the highest probability, hMAP

• A concept learner is efficient but does not model the
probabilistic aspects of data

• Derive Bayesian concept learner, show equivalence
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Relation to Concept Learning

• Concept learner:

Hypotheses h " H are consistent (possible) if h(x) = c(x) for all
x " X

No other information about the different hypotheses

• The corresponding Bayesian concept learner becomes
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Relation to Concept Learning

• Is this a concept learner?

• Consider the case where h is inconsistent with the data D:

&

• Consider the case where h is consistent with the data D:

HD is the set of hypotheses consistent with D

&
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Relation to Concept Learning

• With increasing data:

• We have shown that every hypothesis consistent with D is
a MAP hypothesis

• Definition for consistent learner: Zero error over training
examples

• Every consistent learner outputs MAP hypothesis if

Training data deterministic and noise free

Uniform prior distribution
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Relation to Least-Squares

• Undergraduate Numerical Analysis: Curve fitting

• Lecture 4, Mitchell Chapter 4: Perceptron, neural networks

• Show that a least-squares fit corresponds to the ML
estimate!

• First, make assumptions

observations #xi, di$ are independent

di = f(xi) + ei where ei is normally distributed

d

x
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Relation to Least-Squares

• Recap:

• Probability density function (pdf):

• Normal pdf
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Relation to Least-Squares

• As before, D = {#x1, d1$, …, #xm, dm$}

• Hypothesis h: Certain function f  (continuous h-space)

• Training examples independent conditioned on h:

• Normally distributed likelihood:

• Find the argmax of the logarithm instead: &

Regression: continuous hypothesis space
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Relation to ”Occam’s Razor”

• Lecture 3, Mitchell Chapter 3: Occam’s razor
”Choose the simplest explanation for the observed data”

• From an information theoretic perspective, Occam’s razor
corresponds to choosing the explanation that requires the
fewest bits to represent

• The optimal (according to entropy) representation

requires -log2 p(h|D) bits to store

• Minimum description length principle: Choose hypothesis

• The MDL estimate is equal to the MAP estimate

&
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Optimal Bayes Classifier and
Gibbs Classifier
• Read on your own

• Conclusion:

Can formulate a provably optimal Bayesian classifier

Generalization of the classifiers of gender and disease we have
seen

Of course slow

Gibbs classifier is a randomization of the optimal Bayes
classifier at most twice the error
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Naive Bayes Classifier
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Sources of Noise
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Feature Space
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Problem: Large Feature Space

• Size of feature space exponential in number of features
k = |x|

• More features mean better description of the objects, but
also larger feature space:

Difficult to model likelihood P(x|h) in a large=highdim space

• Extreme case - naive Bayes classifier:

All features (dimensions) regarded as independent

Model k one-dimensional distributions instead of one 

k-dimensional distribution
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Naive Bayes Classifier

• One of the most common learning methods together with
decision trees, neural networks and nearest neighbor

• When to use:

Moderate or large training set available

Attributes xi of a data instance x are conditionally independent
given classification (or at least reasonably independent,

works with a little dependence)

• Successful applications:

Medical diagnoses (symptoms independent)

Classification of text documents (words independent)
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Naive Bayes Classifier

• Data instance x described by attributes #x1,x2,…,xk $

• H set of possible classes. MAP estimate of h is:

• Naive Bayes assumption:

• This gives a naive Bayes estimate: 
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Example: Play Tennis?

• Task: To tell whether I should go for tennis given the forecast

• An instance x has attributes 
 # outlook " {sunny, overcast, rainy}, 

  temperature " {hot, mild, cool}, 
  humidity " {high, normal}, 
  windy " {false, true}$

• The hypothesis space is play " {yes, no}
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Example: Play Tennis?

• Learning: Learn
likelihoods and
prior from data

• P(x1| yes)

• P(x4| yes)

• P(x2| no)
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Example: Play Tennis?

• Inference: Use the learned model to classify a new instance

• New instance x = #outlook=sunny, temp.=cool,
humidity=high, windy=true$:

 playMAP = argmaxplay "{yes,no} P(play) (i P(xi| play)

P(yes) P(sunny|yes) P(cool|yes) P(high|yes) P(true|yes) =

 9/14          2/9              3/9            3/9             3/9      = 0.005

P(no) P(sunny|no) P(cool|no) P(high|no) P(true|no) =

 5/14        3/5            1/5           4/5           3/5      = 0.021

, playMAP = no
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Naive Bayes: Independence
Violation
• Conditional independence assumption: 

P(x1,x2,…,xk|h) = (i P(xj|h)  

often violated - but it works surprisingly well anyway!

• Note: Do not need the posterior estimates )(h|x) to be
correct, need only correct hMAP = argmaxh"H )(h|x)

• Since dependencies ignored, naive Bayes posteriors often
unrealistically close to 0 or 1
(Different attributes say the same thing to a higher
degree than we expect, since they are correlated in

reality)
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Naive Bayes: Estimating
Probabilities
• What if none of the training instances with target value h

have attribute xi? Then:

)(xi |h) = 0   and )(h) (i )(xi|h) = 0

• A solution is to add as prior knowledge that )(xi|h) must

be larger than 0 - m-estimate of probability: 

where

n = total number of training samples with hypothesis h

nc = total number of training samples with hypothesis h and

value xi

p = prior estimate of )(xï|h)

m = weight given to prior estimate (in relation to data)
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Example: Spam Detection

• Instances x are emails, that are classified as spam
(v1 = +) or not spam (v2 = -). (The random vector Email
is denoted D.)

• Email is represented by vector of words:

One attribute xj per word position in email.

• Assumptions:

P(D = x|vi) = (j P(Dj = xj |vi)  (Naive Bayes)

P(Dj = xm|vi) = P(Dl = xm|vi) + j,l  (Word order insignificant)
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Example: Spam Detection

• Learning: Learn the probability terms P(vi) and P(xm|vi):

LearnNaiveBayesText (Examples, V)

Vocabulary * all distinct words and tokens from dataset

For each class vi " V

Emails(i) * subset of Examples classified as vi

P(vi) * |Emails(i)| / |Examples|

text(i) * concatenation of all members of Emails(i)

n * number of words in text(i)

For each word xm " Vocabulary

   nm * number of times word occurs in text(i)

   P(xm|vi ) * (nm + 1) /  (n + |Vocabulary|)

End

End

End
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Example: Spam Detection

• Inference: Classify a new email instance Email as spam
(v1) or not (v2):

ClassifyNaiveBayesText (Email)

Positions * all words and token positions in Email found in
Vocabulary

Email is a vector of words xj, j " Positions

vNB * arg maxvi"V P(vi) (j"Positions P(xj|vi)

End
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 Bayesian Belief Networks
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Bayesian Belief Networks

• Naive Bayes: Assume all variables conditionally
independent given class. STRONG ASSUMPTION.

• In reality: Some variables independent, others
dependent.

• Model dependencies as graph:

Vertices = random variables

Directed edges = causal dependencies

Edges go from cause to effect.

No loops are allowed.

In vertex A: P(A). In edge A'B: P(B|A)

Conditional probabilities P(B|A) and P(C|A) pass messages

along edges, since they ”tell” B and C about the state of A.
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Bayesian Belief Networks

• The value of A provides causal/
predictive support for B,C.

Example: A = Weather on Thursday,
B = Friday forecast, C = Weather
on Friday.

• The values of B,C provide evidential/
diagnostic support for A.

Example: A = Type of disease, B = Symptom, C = Other

symptom.

• Each random variable A is only dependent on parents in
the graph. That is, those variables connected to A with

edges pointing towards A.

• Graph above: B and C conditionally independent given A
P(C|A,B) = P(C|A),  P(B|A,C) = P(B|A)

• Gain: Don’t have to model the joint distribution (A,B,C)
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Example

• Variables:

O = ”Everyone is out of the house”

L = ”The light is on”

D = ”The dog is outside”

B = ”The dog has tummy troubles”

H = ”I can hear the dog barking”

• Network:

Structure from description above

Probabilities learned or set by expert

When I go home I want to know if someone in my family is home before I go in. I know the

following information:

(1) When nobody is home, the outside light is sometimes on. (It is also on when we expect guests.)

(2) When nobody is home, the dog is often left outside.

(3) If the dog has tummy-troubles, it is also often left outside.

(4) If the dog is outside, I will probably hear it barking (though it might not bark, or I might hear a

different dog barking and think it's my dog).
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Inference in Bayes Nets

• Can compute joint probabilities

• Can also compute conditional probabilities:

Causal/predictive/top-down inference

Evidential/diagnostic/bottom-up inference
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Computing Joint Probabilities

• Task: Compute P(¬O,¬L,D,B,H)

P(¬O,¬L,D,B,H)

= P(H,¬L,D,¬O,B)

       Product rule

= P(H|¬L,D,¬O,B)P(¬L,D,¬O,B)

       Conditional independence

= P(H|D)P(¬L,D,¬O,B)

       Product rule

= P(H|D)P(¬L|D,¬O,B)P(D,¬O,B)

       Conditional independence

= P(H|D)P(¬L|¬O)P(D,¬O,B)

       Product rule

= P(H|D)P(¬L|¬O)P(D|¬O,B)P(¬O,B)

       Product rule

= P(H|D)P(¬L|¬O)P(D|¬O,B)P(¬O|B)P(B)

       Conditional independence

= P(H|D)P(¬L|¬O)P(D|¬O,B)P(¬O)P(B) = 0.3*0.4*0.1*0.4*0.3 = 0.00144
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Computing Conditional
Probabilities
• Causal/predictive/top-down inference

• Example: Compute P(D|B), probability that the dog is outside if
it has tummy troubles.

P(D|B)

       Product rule

= P(D,B)/P(B)

       Marginalization

= (P(D,B,O) + P(D,B,¬O))/P(B)

= P(D,B,O)/P(B) + P(D,B,¬O)/P(B)

       Product rule

= P(D,O|B) + P(D,¬O|B)

       Chain rule

= P(D|O,B)P(O|B) + P(D|¬O,B)P(¬O|B)

       Conditional independence

= P(D|O,B)P(O) + P(D|¬O,B)P(¬O) = 0.05*0.6 + 0.1*0.4 = 0.07
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Computing Conditional
Probabilities
• Evidential/diagnostic/bottom-up inference

• Example: Compute P(¬B|¬D), probability that the dog does not

have tummy troubles, given that it is inside.

P(¬B|¬D)

       Bayes rule

= P(¬D|¬B)P(¬B)/P(¬D)

Likelihood:

P(¬D|¬B)

       Causal inference as last slide

= P(¬D|O,¬B)P(O) + P(¬D|¬O,¬B)P(¬O)

= 0.9*0.6 + 0.8*0.4 = 0.86

Prior:

P(¬B) = 0.7
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Computing Conditional
Probabilities

Evidence (scale factor):

P(¬D)

       Marginalization

= P(¬D|B)P(B) + P(¬D|¬B)P(¬B)

= (P(¬D|O,B)P(O) + P(¬D|¬O,B)P(¬O))P(B) +
(P(¬D|O,¬B)P(O) + P(¬D|¬O,¬B)P(¬O))P(¬B)

= (0.95*0.6 + 0.9*0.4)*0.3 + (0.9*0.6 + 0.8*0.4)*0.7 = 0.881
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Computing Conditional
Probabilities

Posterior is then:

P(¬B|¬D) = P(¬D|¬B)P(¬B)/P(¬D)

= 0.86*0.7/0.881 = 0.683
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Learning of Bayes Nets

• Trivial case: Network structure known, all variables
observable (present in data vector). Just estimate the
conditional probabilities like with a naive Bayesian
classifier

• More difficult: Network structure known, only some
variables observable. Similar to learning hidden nodes in
a neural network.

Use, e.g.,  Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm - more
soon...

• Most difficult: Network structure not known - subject of
ongoing research

Use some heuristic method to search through possible data
structures

Learn independencies from data
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The Expectation-Maximization

(EM) Algorithm
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Learning Unobserved Variables

• In many (most) real problems, only a subset of the
variables are observable

• EM algorithm a means of learning in the precense of
unobserved variables

• Special case of EM: k-means clustering

Estimating the means of k normal (Gaussian) distributions to
maximize the likelihood of a set of observations
{x1,x2,…,xm}
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k-Means Clustering

• m observations #x1,x2,…,xm$
• Goal: find their classes #d1,d2,…,dm$, i.e. from which

distribution di " {1,2,…,k} they were most likely generated

• Number of distributions, k, specified in advance

• Start with random means µi

Clustering: estimate the hypothesis space itself

Iterate:

1) given µi, calculate the probability zij that sample xj was

created by distribution di

2) compute new means

• Hypothesis h = #µ1 ,…,µk ,d1,d2,…,dm$
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EM and k-Means

• k-means is a special case of EM where

all data is unobserved

the parameters are the means of k Gaussians

• General EM:

• X observed data, Z unobserved data, Y = X U Z

• Start with random hypothesis h

Iterate

1) E-step: Q(h’|h) * E[ln P(Y|h’)|h,X]

2) M-step: h * argmaxh’ Q(h’|h)
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Example

• Observed X: Mixture
distribution

• Hidden variables Z:
Mean and variance of

Distribution 1 and 2

• Interpretation 1:
EM finds the hidden
variables that maximize
the likelihood of

observing the mixture
distribution.

• Interpretation 2:
EM finds the normally
distributed clusters in
the given data.
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EM and k-Means
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Summary

• Bayesian theory: Combines prior knowledge and observed
data to find the most probable hypothesis.

• Framework for other methods

• Naive Bayes Classifier

• Bayesian Networks

• EM algorithm

• If you are interested in learning more:
C. M. Bishop, Pattern Recognition and

Machine Learning, Springer Verlag 2007

• Monday 24/11 change of room: Q34


